Degeneration in the cochlea after noise damage: primary versus secondary events.
To determine if noise damage in the organ of Corti is different in the low- and high-frequency regions of the cochlea. Chinchillas were exposed for 2 to 432 days to a 0.5 (low-frequency) or 4 kHz (high-frequency) octave band of noise at 47 to 95 dB sound pressure level. Auditory thresholds were determined before, during, and after the noise exposure. The cochleas were examined microscopically as plastic-embedded flat preparations. Missing cells were counted, and the sequence of degeneration was determined as a function of recovery time (0-30 days). With high-frequency noise, primary damage began as small focal losses of outer hair cells in the 4-8 kHz region. With continued exposure, damage progressed to involve loss of an entire segment of the organ of Corti, along with adjacent myelinated nerve fibers. Much of the latter loss is secondary to the intermixing of cochlear fluids through the damaged reticular lamina. With low-frequency noise, primary damage appeared as outer hair cell loss scattered over a broad area in the apex. With continued exposure, additional apical outer hair cells degenerated, while supporting cells, inner hair cells, and nerve fibers remained intact. Continued exposure to low-frequency noise also resulted in focal lesions in the basal cochlea that were indistinguishable from those resulting from exposure to high-frequency noise. The patterns of cochlear damage and their relation to functional measures of hearing in noise-exposed chinchillas are similar to those seen in noise-exposed humans. Thus, the chinchilla is an excellent model for studying noise effects, with the long-term goal of identifying ways to limit noise-induced hearing loss in humans.